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Tuition in sight
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grad students
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for Pierce today
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by Eric Strahl
A memorial service for Jack
Pierce, professor of anthropology,
will be held at 2:30 today in the
Spartan Chapel.
Prof. Harold DeBey of the
Chemistry Department is coordinating the service for Pierce, who
died last Dec. 23.
President Gail Fullerton, who
once shared an office with Pierce,
will speak at the ceremony. Other
speakers inlcude Prof. James
Freeman and Robert Jurrnain, asso-

Add period
closing out
The deadline for adding a class
without the instructor’s approval is
today at 5 p.m. Originally the
deadline was last Friday, but it was
extended one week.
The deadline for officially dropping a course, Feb. 13, has already
passed.
For students still needing to
drop, an instructor and department
chairperson’s signature is needed,
and withdrawals are permitted only
for "serious and compelling"
reasons.
It will also take the approval of
the chairperson to add and be officially enrolled in a class after the extended deadline.
,dd/drop forms can be turned in
or picked up at the Records Office.

ciate professor of the Anthropology
Department, Robert McNair, associate professor of sociology, Prof.
Nils Peterson of English and Ruth
Blank, a former student of Pierce’s.
Pierce came to SJSU’s Anthropology Department in 1958 and
later became department chairman
and associate dean of the School of
Social Sciences.
Pierce founded New College and
helped establish the new general
education requirements enacted this
year.
"I’ve known him well for the last
12 years," DeBey said of Pierce.
"We really worked closely together
in New College."
Pierce was upper division
coordinator and DeBey was provost
of the recently phased-out program
at its founding in 1968.
"He was a really great guy,"
DeBey added. "People really liked
and respected him."
"Our new general education
program was Jack’s last gift,"
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns wrote in a letter to DeBey.
Burns was chairman of the committee that developed the new
requirements.
"The quality and humanity of
his mind is unsurpassed," Burns
wrote. "He really cared about
people."
Freeman, who knew Pierce
since entering the department in
1965, said he remembered Pierce for
two things: "His extraordinary
integrity as a teacher and as a
human being and his far-reaching
vision and sense of purpose."

by Russ Fung
and Stacey Stevens
SJSU graduate students could
be required to pay tuition next year
if a recommendation made by state
legislative analysts is approved.
The recommendation was made
Wednesday morning after the office
completed a 12-month review of
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.’s 19811982 budget report, according to
legislative analyst Bill Hamm.
The legislative analyst’s office
is the advisory group to the state
legislature on fiscal affairs.
If passed by the legislature, the
proposal would force graduate
students to pay $531 in tuition yearly,
in addition to normal student fees.
Currently, all SJSU students pay
$232 in student fees annually.
photo by Ldrry Brazil
BLOODY GOOD CAUSE. Today is the last day for SJSU
students, faculty and staff to donate blood in the Student
Union Loma Prieta Room. Speech pathology major Chris Godar,
above, gave Wednesday. The drive, which has been going on
all week, is part of a biannual blood drive staged by the
Stanford University Medical Center and sponsored by SJSU’s
Air Force ROTC. This is the third time Stanford Medical School
has come to SJSU for donations. The drive helps Stanford meet
the need for transfusions which amounts to approximately 130
pints a day.

Almaneih to be sentenced in March

Iranian guilty of SJSU bomb attempt
Naser Almaneih was found
guilty in a San Francisco Federal
Court Wednesday of bombing a
Berkeley high school last August
and attempting to bomb SJSU’s Old
Science Building last October.
The jury deliberated only 25
minutes before reaching its guilty
verdict on six counts, three each
from the Berkeley and SJSU incidents. He was, however, acquitted
of the charge of threatening the life
of former President Jimmy Carter.
Almaneih will be sentenced
March 25. He faces a maximum
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sentence of 70 years and/or $70,000
in prison.
Almaneih, a pro-Shah Iranian,
was arrested Oct. 2 at his San Jose
business, Almaden Frame and
Glass, after one of the members of
his Iran Free Army had turned
informant on him.
On Oct. 1, Amir Ehdaee told FBI
agents that Almaneih was planning
to bomb a meeting of the Moslem
Student Association in the Old
Science Building on Oct. 3.
An FBI search discovered two
illegal pipe bombs in his shop.

Ehdaee also told the FBI that
Almaneih took credit for the bombing of Berkeley High School on
Aug. 20 where a Confederation of
Iranian Students meeting was being
held.
Ehdaee was the government’s
key witness in the case. After
testifying for the FBI, Ehdaee
became a member of the government’s
Witness
Protection
Program. This guarantees him a
new identity now that the trial is
over.
During the trial, Almaneih took

the stand in his own defense and
accused Ehdaee of being the culprit
in the Berkeley bombing. He
claimed he was in a bar in San
Francisco’s North Beach district on
the night of the bombing.

After initial hearings by the
legislature, the proposal will be sent
to the California State University
and Colleges I CSUC I system Board
of Trustees.
If the recommendation is passed
by the board, it will be sent back to
the legislature for final approval or
rejection.
If the recommendation passes,
tuition will be phased in over a fiveyear period beginning in 1982, Nancy
McFadden, chairwoman of the
California State Students
Association ICSSA I said.
The analyst’s recommendation
is scheduled for legislative hearings
in both the state senate and
assembly later this month.
Hamm said it costs twice as
much to teach a graduate student
due to more individualized instruction and a smaller studentfaculty ratio.

Almaneih also claimed Ehdaee
had planted the pipe bombs found in
his shop shortly before the FBI
search.

Currently within the CSUC
system, instructional costs for an
undergraduate student are approximately $3,770, compared to
$7,590 for a graduate student.

Defense attorney Paul Mansfield called Ehdaee a "liar" during
his closing arguments on Tuesday.
Mansfield is planning an appeal.

McFadden
predicted
the
legislature will not complete the
budget process until June.

Jane Wellman, consultant for
the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee, said the recommendation is a major departure
from past fiscal policies.
"To my knowledge, it’s the first
time a major state agency has
recommended tuition," Wellman
said.
Wellman added the proposal
contains research done by the postsecondary education commission on
tuition’s effect on attendance and
enrollment.
Charles Davis, public affairs
officer for the CSUC Board of
Trustees, said the board remains
opposed to tuition for California
residents.
Davis acknowledged that,
despite the board’s opposition, there
are "all sorts of other agencies that
make recommendations for CSUC."
Steven Glazer, CSSA legislative
director, said the tuition proposal
reflects the analyst’s position that
tuition levels should be equal to
comparable institutions throughout
the country.
Tuition charges equaling 40
percent of the cost to the state per
student would be used, according to
Glazer.
The state analysts arrived at the
$531 figure by averaging tuition
rates from comparable schools
throughout the country.
McFadden said the recommendation is the "most striking and
blatant example that tuition is on
people’s minds."
She added that the prospect of
tuition for graduate students will be
especially difficult for women and
minorities.
"I hope we can organize
students on the CSUC campuses to
fight this in the legislature," McFadden said.
"I’m hoping we’ll be able to
work with the system to prevent the
recommendation
from
going
through."

County transit drivers react to violence
by Greg Robertson
On Feb. 12, during a break from
her duties as driver of a Santa Clara
County Transit bus on a route that
serves SJSU, Maria Larson said, "I
don’t feel safe at all on my bus."
Little did she know that same
afternoon she would be a victim of
assault while operating her coach.
After completing her run to
South San Jose and heading back
toward SJSU, two teen-agers
boarded Larson’s empty bus and
accused her of being an Iranian.
The youths then allegedly spit
the doughnuts they were eating all
over her and when she got up to
brush them off, slammed her into a
post in the bus and dumped the
contents of her purse all over the
floor.
One of the youths then jumped in
the driver’s seat while the other
cornered Larson and threatened to
beat her up.
At that time, some muffled
static came over a transistor Larson
had in her purse. The youths apparently thought it was transit
security and fled, but not before
threatening to return to get Larson.
Larson’s assault is only one
incident of many that have been
happening lately on Santa Clara
County Transit that have the County
Board of Supervisors considering a
number of possible solutions to the
problem.
The board recently extended the
contract of Burns International
Security Systems, Inc., to maintain
a crew of 27 unarmed guards to ride
the transit buses.
The Board of Supervisors is also
considering the possibility of arming
the drivers with tear gas or Mace for
defense.
The drivers see the problems as
much deeper than that.
"If the coach had been equipped
with a radio and a silent alarm

nothing would have happened,"
Larson said.
Larson said at least 20 of the 50
buses in the central transit yard are
without radios.
Since her assault, Larson has
sent letters to the transit director,
the San Jose Mercury -News and the
president of Local 265 of the
Amalgamated Transit Union, Bruce
Stevens, demanding that no coach
leave the yard without a radio.
Larson said she favors the
proposal to arm the drivers with
Mace because the knowledge that
"drivers are carrying it will slow
down crime."
"Right now the public knows we
are completely alone and the drivers
have no support," she said.
"If the transit would publicize
the i passing out of I Mace to the
drivers, there would be a comingtogether of drivers and passengers
to slow down the crime."
Other drivers, however, hold a
different viewpoint than Larson.
"I don’t like it," said Leonzo
Longoria, also a driver of a bus that
services SJSU. "With Mace, I’ve got
to drive and be a cop at the same
time."
L.V. Atkins also said he sees no
need for Mace, because in his 23
years of driving he has never had a
problem that requii ed the use of
Mace.
Some of the drivers already
carry tear gas for their own
protection. Larson is one of these.
"I’m registered and licensed to
carry it," Larson said. "The Constitution guarantees my right to
carry it. Mentally, emotionally and
psychologically I may not have the
courage to use it, but nobody can
take it away."
Larson said she was unable to
use the tear gas when she was
assaulted because it was among the
contents of her purse that spilled

photo by Larry Brian
Transit driver Maria Larson, who was assaulted last week on her bus, thinks that Mace would help ward off future attacks.
Although the drivers all see
onto the bus floor.
transit is "more concerned over
we’re headed tor another San
Larson emphasized that at this
where to place their bus stops than different solutions to the problem,
Francisco."
one fact remains. The drivers are
point her action is not encouraged or
what to do to protect their drivers."
Larson was referring to the
murder of a San Francisco Muni
approved by transit authorities.
Longoria said the solution was afraid and anxious for the transit
Many other drivers feel the
providing more guards on the buses board to take some action.
driver earlier this month. The driver
"It’s become very fashionable to
same as Larson, but are unwilling to
was sitting in his bus eating lunch
instead of giving drivers Mace.
reveal their identities for fear of
when he was shot in the head.
Yet another driver, who did not harass the bus driver lately,"
Larson said.
repercussions from the transit
"Somebody is going to get
want to be identified, said the guards
"Radios
and
tear
gas
are a must
board.
killed," one Santa Clara County
were no help since the Board of
to
stop
this
harassment,"
she
conOne driver, who declined to give
Transit driver said. "Then they’ll do
Supervisors prevented them from
tinued. "Until something is done,
his name, explained that county
something."
being armed,
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The right of free speech
needed to sustain democracy
Billy Thomas
Staff Writer

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
"That to secure these rights, governments are
Alt instituted among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed, that whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to
alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new government."
It is the intent of the above passage and the First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, which grants all Americans the freedom of speech, to ensure
that this country remains free.
The authors of the Declaration of Independence were wise enough to
realize and appreciate the right of free speech because they had suffered
under the oppressive rule of what they considered to be an unfair government.
To prevent their new government from becoming as oppressive as the
one they had left, the governed were given the right to criticize and to change
the government when it no longer served the people adequately.
This kind of legislation provides an atmosphere whereby the beliefs of
the democratic form of government can be challenged.
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In the face of criticism from the variety of sources, democracy can
maintain a balance.
When the criticism of government is not permitted, opportunities for the
abuse of human rights increase and the solution to problems can be
overlooked.
What happened to the Jews in Germany is a prime example of what can
happen when we lose our tolerance for people of different colors and different political philosophies.
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Only in the face of criticism can our
democratic system maintain a balance
If America is to remain a democracy, it needs the criticism of
revolutionaries and radicals.
If most Americans agree that democracy is the best form of government
for this country, I’m sure groups like the Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade ( RCYB) and the Pan Africanists will be able to do little to change it.
Although the RCYB and the Pan Africanists are few in number, I feel
their voices are vital to this country.
They provide different perspectives and alternatives to the problems
America will face and is facing.
Despite their approaches and appearances, I think that their views
should be taken seriously and examined carefully,
If they are of value, they should be used; if not, then they should be
discarded. We have that right also.
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SJSU has character other universities can never have
Yorkers risk their lives every time they step outside after
dark and even though their local government has gone
completely bankrupt, they stand by their city throt.:th
blizzards and brownouts.
The "I love NY" T-shirt has become a symbol of
It’s time for the students of loyalty and an "I don’t give a damn what you think" atSJSU to stand up and be counted.
titude which has an entire nation rooting for the underdog.
It’s time to take some pride in
Maybe that’s what we need in San Jose. "I love SJSU"
our campus and stop being silenced
by slighting innuendoes from
snobbish members of so-called
The gardeners should stop pruning
"better" universities down south
Jeff Davis
sum Writer

around buildings, hiding the sharp corners and right pit" at one of those college status parties, don’t just shrug
angles which make other campuses look like obtrusive it off with an uneasy grin. Do something about it. Remind
them that the Spartans were the only team to beat Cotton
blemishes sprouting out of the soil.
Bowl-bound Baylor during the football season last year.
Critics might say these same trees hide the muggers
Long seen as a major problem with SJSU, the area
and other riffraff which gave our university the poor
reputation for safety it carries today. At this point I would around campus should be accepted and lived with. Old
expose my "I love SJSU" T-shirt and tell critics, "I don’t cities like San Jose deteriorate and there’s nothing to be
give a damn. I still think the trees look beautiful, if the done about it.
Something can be done to change the attitude
gardeners would only stop pruning them in the style of
student’s project about their own school, however.
punk-rock hairdos."

Crime and assault should never be taken lightly, but if
the proper precautions are taken they can be held to a
and up north.
livable minimum.
Just because the SJSU campus is located in the center
If an escort service is the price we must pay for our
of a deteriorating downtown core which fosters a lot of
location, then so be it. Like the New Yorkers, we can
T-shirts for the student body would go a long way in excrime is no reason to get down-in-the-mouth.
handle it.
In fact, it’s that same downtown area which gives pressing what we should be feeling toward our campus.
I think SJSU has character.
SJSU something some of those other universities can
SJSU’s problems are nothing that can’t be taken care
And I don’t think I’m alone in this thought; we as
of with a little common sense.
students and advocates of the university should start
never have character.
The
campus itself has been here for many years, and being more vocal about it.
SJSU has the same kind of character and charisma
The next time someone refers to our campus as "the
which makes New York City great. Even though New aesthetically looks like it belongs. Trees have grown up

the trees in punk -rock style hairdos

the SJSU campus represents a cross section of
society. It doesn’t paint an unrealistic picture of what life
on the outside is like which is healthy for an institute of
learning.
So the next time you’re stepping over a drunk on your
way to an 8 a.m. class, don’t think bad of the school. Think
of it as another inevitable characteristic of a unique
university.
If you think about it, it’s a sociology student’s dream.
On what other campus can you observe a Ph.D. and a
wino on the same day and on the same park bench?
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Reagan’s views
make sense
Editor:
I find Rich Robinson’s opinion
on Reagan’s position on womens’
rights absurd!
A record number of women were
elcted to the present Congress. This
is a reflection of Reagan’s vision of
governmental betterment and
equality.
Throughout history, women
have been suppressed by men
because of social conditioning.
Real equality and freedom come
from an understanding of yourself
and respect for others. Men and
women should complement each
other.
Generating feelings of hate,
resentment and negativity (Marxist
tactics ) will never bring about a
harmonious society.
Reagan’s open-ended vision
shows enough common sense to
understand priorities of this crucial
time. He gives new credibility to our
national ideals of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness and translates
them into a realization that the
world must be protected from the
murderous advance of communist
aggession.
I do agree, loss of life is
universal, it has no sexist boundaries. Women and men unite!

Wake up to reality.
Real women are looking for real
men.
Jame Reid
Humanities

Lack of response
to recent death
Editor:
I was surprised at your lack of
response to the death of Mike
Bloomfield. His recent appearance
at the Student Union was a major
musical event to SJSU students.
Please comment.
Marti Hulbert
English
sophomore

Minor error
corrected
Editor:
Would you please print the
following in order to correct a minor
error and to provide some additional
information about the evaluation
form?
The rating scale for student
evaluation of teaching effectiveness,
Feb. 10, adopted by the Academic
Senate was reported as having "20
questions which.. .deal with qualities
that pertain to all instructors.. and
space for an additional nine...by a
school or department."
In truth, the adopted form has a
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base of 14 items and space for 10
additional school or department
items. The remaining five items are
used to categorize the course and
inquire about the student’s unit load
and anticipated grade.
Students and faculty know that
the scale resulted from a study of 15
scales from several departments, or
for various instructional modes. The
15 scales contained a total of 186
items, many of which were identical.
Thirty items were selected for
the first scale which was administered on a trial basis to 775
students in 32 classes during May
1979. Approximately 1900 students in
the classes of 65 instructors in 20
different departments participated
in a second trial during December
1979. Analyses of the data obtained
from these trials resulted in a 16
item scale which subsequently was
reduced to the present 14 item
version after consideration of
suggestions by committees of the
Academic Senate.
It is our intention that the
adopted scale be in use for the spring
semester student rating of teaching
effectiveness. Further dialogue is
invited.
Curt Stafford
Chairman
Student Evaluation Review Board

Admissions office
deadline scramble
Editor:
Tim Truax stated in his Daily
article of Feb. 18 that, "If the
student is the most important individual on campus, which he should
be, then why wasn’t the deadline for
turning in the forms last semester
moved up?" The truth is, Tim, that
the date was moved from Jan. 6,1981
to Dec. 31,1980.
Admissions and Records and the
Business Office must operate within
a very narrow time frame recommended by the Dean of Academic
Planning and approved by the Instruction and Research Committee
of the Academic Senate. They in
turn must meet certain legislative
directives concerning the number of
faculty work days and days of
student attendance. As I understand, the Associated Students
have representatives un the
Academic Senate who advise the
Senate of student needs. Admissions
and Records does not have that
privilege.
We find outselves scrambling to
meet student needs within the time
frame assigned by others. We met
with the Dean of Academic Planning

on Feb. 9 to express our concerns.
He has committed himself to
represent the needs of Admissions
and Records, the Cashier’s Office
and the Computer Center in future
calendar planning.
We in Admissions and Records
pride ourselves on being a
Service"
"Student/Faculty
organization.
Dr. Jerry Housman
Deputy Director,
Admissions

Common sense;
a ’good bit’ needed
Editor:
Staff writer Tim Truax says, "If
the student is the most important
individual on campus, which he
should be, then why wasn’t the
deadline for turning in the forms last
semester moved up?"
Imagine, if you will, all the
students arriving on the campus
save the campus contains no faculty
and no administrators. What pray
tell will the students do?
No, it would be better to say,
"The student is potentially the most
important individual on campus."
The proof lies in the performance.
We know we can’t exist without
students. We also know we can’t
exist without a faculty. We are still
debating whether or not we can exist
without an administration!
Tim winds up his article with,
"With just a little common sense and
personal consideration,..." Well, we
could do with a good bit of that. And
we could well remember that it is
the interaction between faculty and
students which is important, not the
faculty alone and not the student
alone.
Again, I’m not sure about the
administration.
Edward J. Laurie
Marketing/QS

Added comments
on rape seminar
Editor:
I would like to add a couple of
comments to the otherwise-fine
article on the rape prevention
seminar in last Friday’s Spartan
Daily.
First, Greg Wixom reports that
one out of every 10 women will be a
victim of sexual assault. This figure
is rather low. I was told by a rape
crisis center worker that the figure
is one out of three, and approaching
one out of every two women.
Secondly, Wixom contends that,

"You do whatever you have to do in
order to save your life." This certainly makes sense, and he is correct
in stating that submission should be
only the final alternative. However,
it is imperative to mention that even
submitting to the attack is no
guarantee that a woman will not be
physically harmed or killed.
For example, Jeannie McIntyre
of the University of Maryland Dept.
of Sociology found in a recent study
of attacks on 320 Washington, D.C.,
area women, that there was no
relationship between serious injury
and resisting or complying. She
found that serious injury depended
more on circumstances, such as
being in an isolated area, than on
whether a woman resists. She noted
that "Giving into I sic I the rapist
doesn’t necessarily mean you won’t
get hurt."
The Spartan Daily is to be
commended for its fine articles on
rape prevention, which are helping

to educate women about our victimization. The more we know about
rape, the more we can prevent it.
Sheryl Kaplan
Library Science.
graduate

’Realistic views’
on gun control
Editor:
Thank you for printing the very
realistic views on gun control laws.
This attitude is a refreshing change
from the more vogue "outlaw all
guns" rationale.
As Mr. Strahl noted, gun control
laws do not stop or reduce crime.
Mandatory sentences for those who
use a gun in the commission of a
crime would very likely reduce
criminal acts.
Robert Hors mann
Nursing
freshman
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Dietitian Cherie Winslow, right, weighs in Vicki
Ramires, a health service employee,
using a pedometer to see
how many calories are
burned through walking.
Winslow said students
who watch television or do
homework while eating
actually eat more.

Students taught
success patterns

creates a success pattern
in the individual," Winslow
said. "And success patterns are what we want to
instill in the students, not
failure patterns."
All the materials
needed for the course will
be free, including reading
material,
pedometers,
weight charts and forms
for recording foods eaten.

"These distractions
take people’s minds off of
what they’re
eating,
causing them to eat more,"
Winslow said.

The course will be
taught Wednesdays from 3
to 5 p.m. in the Health
Building, room 408 and
Tuesdays from 9:30 to 10:30
in a room yet to be decided.

The course will
recommend self-control of
eating
habits,
not
willpower against eating
certain foods.
"Self-control of habits

Winslow received both
of her degrees from SJSU.
She received a bachelor’s
degree in dietetics in 1975
and master’s degree in
nutrition in 1977.

;
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Class changes diet habits
by Ted Catanesi
An 11 -week course
aimed at helping students
with weight problems will
be offered by the Student
Health Service Feb. 24
through May 11.
Students can sign up
for the course in the
classroom on the first day
of instruction.
The non-academic,
non -tuition
class,
"Behavior Modification to
Change Eating Habits,"
will be taught by Cherie
Winslow, a registered
dietician who works parttime at the Student Health
Service.
Winslow said the
course was offered last
semester and was a great
success.
The course is geared
for losing one pound a
week, not necessarily
through
dieting,
but
through changing the
students’ eating habits,"
Winslow said.
"Of course that doesn’t
mean that students who
enroll in the course can’t
diet also."
The course will be split
into two five -week sections,
with a one-week break in
the middle.
The students are encouraged to try new eating
habits, such as eating less
by eating slower.
"The brain needs time
to react to the food that has
been swallowed," Winslow
said. "People that eat fast
tend to eat more because
they don’t realize how full
they are until after they’ve
eaten more than they
need."
Other techniques that
will be taught include
keeping
food charts,
counting calories, using
alternative activities to
break the snacking habit,
eating smaller portions and
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SJSU may receive
College Bowl entry
by Nancy Gibson
Despite losing at a
recent regional tournament, SJSU’s team may
be invited to the national
College Bowl tournament
in Charlotte, N.C., as a wild
card team.
Tau Delta Phi, a
scholastic
fraternity
representing SJSU, took
second place at the western
regional tournament at
California State University
at Fresno earlier this
month, barely losing to San
Francisco State University.
Ordinarily, only those
teams that place first in the
15 regional tournaments
and the top eight teams
from three radio tournaments go to the national
championship, according
to David Sturrock, Tau
Delta Phi’s team captain.
However, one wild
card team is invited and
Sturrock said his team has
a chance because "The
western
region
has
produced two of three
national champions since
the bowl was resumed in
1977.
"Plus there is a
general agreement that our
region has the strongest
and most intense level of
competition of any region
in the country," he added.
Each College Bowl
game has a different
packet of questions of
general knowledge compiled by the editorial staff
of Reader’s Digest for the
College Bowl Corporation,
according to Sturrock.
Two teams of four
players compete to answer
the questions "and the first
to push the button has first

crack at answering it," he
said.
There are two types of
questions: toss-4-7, worth
10 points, which must be
answered in three seconds;
and bonus questions, worth
20 to 30 points, that must be
answered in five seconds,
team member Bernadette
Burns explained.
"We were a hell of a
team," Burns said. "We
were undefeated up until
the finals."
While Tau Delta Phi
lost to SFSU’s team in the
finals, they did beat the
defending
national
champion CSU-Fresno and
Stanford, the only team to
beat the eventual winner,
Sturrock said.
SJSU’s team played
against 14 college teams,
six from Southern
California, seven from
Northern California and
one from Hawaii. Colorado
is also in the western
region
but was not
represented at the tournament.
Winners of the on campus games for the past
three years, the fraternity
has gone to the regional
tournaments, placing fifth
in 1979 and third in 1980.
Tau Delta Phi’s twain
members are: Sturrock, a
master of business administration candidate;
a
psychology
Burns,
graduate; Charles Miller, a
biological sciences senior
and Manny Olds, a
graduate student in math.
The Student Union
entertainment board and
the Associated Students
fund the on -campus
tournaments and sponsor
the team that goes to

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay
BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES

The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS inc.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Open eves C weekends 24:1 6262
Ste, ens Creek at Winchester Elvd

regionals, according tii
program coordinator Jud
Hermann.
It costs about $1,500 a
year for advertising, travel
and toomainent fees and
question packets, which
cost $30 apiece, Hermann
said.
College Bowl, called
"the varsity sport of the
mind,- is for students who
can excel in scholastic.
activities, she said.

MOURNE DRUG CO.
AN 1HONY Ft CAMPAGNA

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
5Sf

"It is good publicity for
SJSU and a way to show
that this university has
smart people," Hemiann
said. "A university should
be known more for its
academics than football.’’

SANTA CEARA

998-8800

SAN JOSE
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(415) 433-1763
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ERWIN CLEANERS
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DAVIS
(916) 753-4800

Permanent Centers open days, evenings end
weekends
Low hourly cost Dedicated lull -time staff
Complete TEST -n -TAPE" facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
Small classes taught by skilled Instructors
Opportunity to make up missed Nissans.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert In their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.
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Spartan Daily One -week wait for exhaust fan
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Jose, California Member of California Newspaper Publishers
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Press Published daily by San
Jose State University, during
the college year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily those of the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications, the University
Administration or any student
or faculty organization Subscriptions accepted on a remainder of semester basis Full academic year, 915 Each semester,
87.50. Oft-campus price per
copy, 15 cents. Phone Editorial
277-3161. Advertising 277-3171.
Printed by Independent Publications

No pizza for pub patrons
There won’t be any pizza in the Spartan Pub for at
least another week because it’s just too hot to handle.
The pub’s pizza oven is not operating because the
exhaust fan, which blows the oven’s 500-degree heat upward, has not yet been installed.
The contractors are late in installing the fan, according to Ed Zant, general manager of Spartan Shops,
adding that everything else is hooked up and ready to go
on the oven.

By blowing the heat away, the fan allows the oven to
cook the pizzas properly and lets employees of the Pub
work near it in safety.
Without the fan, Zant said, heat would come out of the
pizza oven doors, making the kitchen very hot.
Zant had said the pizza oven would be working last
week at the grand opening. A Pacific Gas and Electric
serviceman hooked up the power at that time and it wasn’t
until the serviceman was finished that Zant realized the
fan hadn’t been installed.

The exhaust fan is not a part of the oven, according to
Zant, but is included in the mechanical construction inDiscounts on pizza will be in affect the week the pizza
volved in renovating the Pub. Construction costs for oven begins operation, with $1 off the price of large pizzas
renovation totaled $173,590.
and 50 cents off medium and small size pizzas.

S. F. CHRONICLE:
"Bold, finely executed, well acted.
colorful, intensely interesting,
funny and full of suspense.
A movie that bristles with
freshness and life."
Peter Stack. San Francisco Chronocle

TIME:
"This one has everything: sex,
violence, comedy, thrills,
tenderness. Laugh with it, scream
at it, think about it. You may leave
the theatre in an altered state."
Richrd Corloss Tirns

cornic COALEXEME
Where does science fiction end and
reality begin? It’s all in the mind’s eye
Be it the creative imagination used to
produce Star Wars, The Black Hole, and
The Empire Strikes Rack, or the more
scientific approach of hypothesis testing and experimentation, the distant
galaxies of science fiction coalesce into
reality with the advanced technology
now being developed at a company
called TRW

ALTERED STATES
ALTERED STATES’

ALIAM HURT RAP BROWN
BOB BALABAN CHAI?LES HAD
DANIEL MELNICK . . JOHN CORIGLIANO
SIDNEY AARON
PADDY CHAYEFSKY
, HOWARD GOTTFRIED
KEN RUSSELL
ridgAtim

ixE291.0wia i:n
’

NOW SHOWING AT
THEATRES & DRIVE-INS
THROUGHOUT THE
BAY AREA!

It was the Defense and Space Systems
Group of TRW who made possible the
Viking Lander biological experiment
which looked for life on Mars and the
High Energy Astronomical Observatory
which looks for quasars. puls3rs and
black holes in deep space. Professionals at TRW-DSSG are now involved in
such impressive technologies as high

energy lasers, communications systems.
plus other future protects still considered science fiction.

A company called TRW will be on
rim pus

FEBRUARY 27
to interview graduates in scientific and technical disciplines.
Contact the placement office to schedule your appointment If unable to
meet with us send your resume to

College Relations
Bldg. R5/B196 U of M 2181
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

A
Compery
Celieor
DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP
ENERGY SYSTEMS GROUP

New, space-age alloy
that looks as good as gold,
wears as go(xl as gold, costs about half as much.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save $10
off the regular price. (Offer valid through February 27
ONLY.)
Yellow Lustrium rings by Josten’s available daily
at your bookstore.
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Refugee student remembers life in Vietnam
by Bruce Buckland
Khue Pham fled
Vietnam in a 50-foot fishing
boat with 200 people aboard
including his parents and
nine brothers and sisters on
April 30, 1975 at the age of
17.
Now at 22 he is a
student at SJSU majoring
in electrical engineering.
He lives in Hoover Hall
during the week and on the
weekends goes home to
Monterey to visit his
parents and attend church.
Within five years
Pham’s life has taken a
rapid, and sometimes
agonizing, 180-degree turn
for what he hopes will be
the better.
Pham and his family
left their native village of
Vung Tau in war-torn South
Vietnam before it fell to the
Communist regime.
"Just
before
the
Communists took over my
father decided to go
because he had been with
the Communists in North
Vietnam and he knew how
it would be.
He told me there is
not much freedom under
the Communist regime.
You cannot worship freely
and you have to work for
the government."
Pham said that
because he and his family
are devout Catholics it was
very important that they
moved to a place like
America where they are
able to express their
religious beliefs freely.
The family’s escape
from their homeland was

difficult and an experience
Pham recalls with some
pain.
"We went out on the
ocean," he said, "and as I
remember we were out
there about a week. I was
very scared and seasick,"
Pham said, describing his
family’s journey on their
small boat to meet the
rescue ship.
"We were starved
because there were many
people and only a small
amount of food.
"We were picked up by
a big military ship," Pham
said.
He described the
group’s rescue by the U.S.
Naval vessel as chaotic and
dangerous. He said the ship
was "very tall" and the
waters surrounding it were
crowded by the many small
boats belonging to fleeing
refugees.
There was a panicky
struggle, and too many
people tried to cram
themselves onto the rescue
hoist at once, Pham
recalled.
"Some people fell down
on the water and died," he
said.
The ship transported
Pham’s family to a refugee
camp in Guam and then
sent them to a camp in Ft.
Chaffee, Arkansas. There
they obtained a sponsorship from St. Ann’s
of
Catholic
Church
Bowman,
Texas
and
consequently moved to
Texas.
From Texas the Pham
family sponsored again by

photos by Don Smith
Vietnamese refugee Khue Pham demonstrates
SJSU
his
to
equation
engineering
an
classmates. Pham left Vietnam five years ago
with his family to avoid the communist
takeover of his country. Life as a refugee has
not been easy for Pham or his family, but he
says he has faith in the future.

St. Ann’s moved to Monterey.
"My family fishes
there. That’s why my
father came to California,
to get a fishing job," he
said. "He was a fisherman
in Vietnam."
But Pham said tho
Vietnamese who come to
the U.S. face problems
adjusting to life in
America.
"My father gets a job
once in a while, but he

doesn’t have a steady job.
When he is not working, he
gets help from welfare.
"There are many
problems with living, like
looking for a job and adjusting to the culture over
here. The worst is the
language problem."
Pham said he had
learned "a little" English
at high school in Vietnam.
"But at first I had
problems with the

language barrier. Then
after I started school and
learned how to speak
English so I could cornmunicate with people, I
was all right."
Pham said he still has
a problem with reading,
though. "I read very slow
and I only understand
percent of what I
read."
abut75

during his second semester
at SJSU. He began his
higher educaticii at
Peninsula
Monterey
College.
Besides the difficulties
with language. Pham said
there is a drastic and unsettling difference in
lifestyles here and in
Vietnam.

"The way of living and
However, Pham is the culture are different
confident about his studies here. Over here it’s more

noisy. You have cars and
freeways.
"You
feel
more
comfortable living over
there in Vietnam. Life here
is more complicated," he
said.
Pham said he missed
his homeland and would
like logo back. He said that
some of his relatives still
live in Vietnam and he
misses them too.
"I really feel sad that I

can’t go back. Sometimes
when I sleep over here I
still dream about Vietnam.
I hope we will be able to go
back someday.
"But right now the
communists are still in
control," he said.
In the meantime Pham
plans to continue his
studies
in
electrical
engineering and do his best
to adjust to the life of a
refugee in San Jose.

SJSU students bare their bottoms
for the sake of the arts and the B.A.
by David Saracco
The way Jessica
Jacobs sees it, life is one
big bend over.
And Jacobs, a former
SJSU art gallery director
and now an instructor at
the University of California
at Irvine, is having a lot of
fun reminding people about
the way she feels.
The B.A. is back, and if
you have not noticed it yet,
it comes in the form of a tshirt.
Fifteen butts
exhibited horizontally with
the slogan underneath
reading, "Get your B.A. at
San Jose" that’s Bachelor
of Arts, of course).
When Jacobs was
working at SJSU, she said
she felt things were getting
boring around campus and
particularly in the art
department.
She was working on a
project with a series of five
art pieces for Contemporary Publicity for
Fine Arts program when
the idea struck.
"It was really a boring
time at San Jose and people
just weren’t laughing about
anything," Jacobs said.
"Well, one day myself and
a few of my friends were
sitting around talking
about the college atmosphere when I realized
that when it’s all said and
done, you get your B.A.
"I mean, anybody
that’s ever gone to college
knows that it can really get
to be a drag going to school
for so long, especially when
there’s no lighter side to
look at," Jacobs said.
"Education
is so
valuable, but at the same
time, you’ve got to be able
to laugh at things and be
able to relax," she added.
To Jacobs, the B.A. is a
form of release and just
being able to hang your
frustrations out the window. She is concerned that
people are able to look at

life without having to
worry about the pressing
activities of the everyday
grind.
"Haven’t you ever just
wanted to get up in the
middle of a lecture in a
class and hang one at the
teacher" Jacobs asked. "I
mean, that’s funny. I could
laugh at that."
Jacobs initially constructed the B.A. art
project
as a short,
poster.
horizontal
Marketing the product was
never a major concern for
Jacobs, although she and a
few other people may be
coming up with something
big.
"I made the poster and
when people saw it, all they
could say was, ’I want one,
I want one,! want one.’ The
phone calls never stopped
and 1 knew I was on to
something."
The artist wanted to
share the shirt with
everyone and she knew
that t-shirts were a popular
method of expressing
points of view.
Jacobs called C.
Farley Young, a close
friend and owner of Young
Gallery in San Jose.
Young, along with Alan
Stein, are now marketing
and producing the product.
"I’m an artist and I
know my limitations. I’m
not
a
very
good
businessperson, so that’s
why I asked Farley to do
it," Jacobs said.
Young and Stein,
together with the owners at
Aura Studios in San Jose,
got together and made the
T-shirt that Jacobs
prescribed.
They feel the T-shirt
will help raise some money
for
groups
and
organizations at SJSU, and
probably many other
colleges.
"I really see this thing
as taking off and ex -

REP 0 UC

Our Xerox 9400 will allow you to reproduce
for 4C a page. And our overnight rates are just 3 :C.
Dissertations copied on thesis quality cotton
rag for only 8C We’do all the weir!
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KINKO’S COPIES
481 E SAN CARRX3 ST 14081 295 5511
(408) 2954336
123 SO rH1RD ST

ploding," Stein said.
"Everyone that sees it,
wants it."
"It’s just an incredible
thing,"
Young
said.
absolutely
"Jessica’s
blown away by it. It’s
always an artist’s dream to
do a piece of work and
watch it do well on the
market."
Young and Stein have
not presented the shirt to
any retail outlets except
the Spartan Stores. The
shirt will be used as a
fundraiser for fraternities
and sororities, campus
clubs and organizations,
and departments on

shirt and they ask, ’Where
in the hell did you get that?’
" Stein said. "It’s a
marketable product and
it’s something everybody
can have fun with."
Other fraternities and
students living in the
dormitories may also start
selling shirts as fundraisers, Stein said.
"The
resident
managers really think the
shirt is universal," Stein
said.
Stein also presented
the shirt to Sigma Delta Mu
Friday night and said the
fraternity may be interested.

T-shirts a popular method
to express ’points of view’.
campus.
Thursday night, Stein
presented the T-shirt to the
Theta Chi fraternity. The
response was good, according to Stein, and the
fraternity will use the
shirts as a fundraiser.
"I think it’s really off
the wall," said Delta Zeta
sorority member Laurie
Grossman. "It will sell
nationwideI
could see
people from all over
wearing these."
The shirts will be presold by the fraternity for
$7.95, the retail price, and
Stein will then make the
order. The fraternity will
get the wholesale cutback
as profit, which is approximately $2.50 a shirt,
according to Stein.
"We feel it will work
for the frats. People see the

Both Young and Stein
said the product could sell
across the nation. The shirt
was submitted to Playboy
magazine for t-shirt of the
month. The news should
arrive any day, and both
men feel they could have a
winner.
The Spartan Bookstore
has sold approximately 30
shirts in six days.
"That’s quite a few of
one style of shirts) to sell
for such a short period of
time, especially when
there’s no advertising on
it," said Ron Duval,
bookstore manager.
The shirt will be
presented at the national
meeting of art instructors
Feb. 25-28 at the San
Francisco Hilton.
Young and Stein will
bring approximately 200

shirts for instructors to
purchase and take back to
their schools.
Jacobs plans to make a
series of art projects with
the posterior in mind, and
she and Young recently
founded "B.A., etc.", the
company that will produce
her work.
"Jessica is a pioneer of
art and nobody is more
pleased that this thing is
working more than her,"
Young said. "It pleases
Jessica when she can
please people with her
work."
Being an artist, Jacobs
realizes the hardships of
trying to make a living on
the type of work she does.
But her primary goal, she
said, is to share the
pleasures of her work with
people who "share a
common vision with her."
"Sure, I’d like to make
a living out of my work, but
it’s more important for me
to share the pleasures and
humor of a good joke,"
Jacobs said.
It has taken a lot of
work from some dedicated
people to make this shirt
both marketable and fun to
produce.
"I can’t say enough
about the people at Aura
Studios," Stein said.
"They’ve helped us out so
much and it’s been great
working with them."
Jacobs’ purpose of the
project was the laughter
and humor that she would
be able to share. She tells
what happened while she
and her friends, students,
and colleagues dropped

photo by Steve Relov,
Marketing agent Alan Stein plans to help former SJSU art instructor
Jessica Jacobs distribute her creative t -shirt project nation-wide.
their pants for the
photograph of the B.A.
poster:
"We waited until
nobody was around except
for this elderly gentleman
who was riding his bicycle.
I figured that this would be
the only chance we had so
we dropped our pants and
shot the moons.
"The old man’s bicycle
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BALLET PRIMA VERA
DE SAN JOSE STATE
FOLKLORICO DANCERS
Live

Live

Jarocho

Mariachi

Saturday, Feb. 21st
8 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
San Jose State
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

started wobbling and he
started cracking up," he
continued. "He fell off his
bike. and got up and just
started grinning from ear
to ear."

So, the B.A. is back and
it may shine across the
nation. If you haven’t seen
it, you probably will. Or
just go ask the little old
man on the bicycle.

Teach in lapan
Persons with malors in such fields as engineering, business
administration, finance, pharmacology, linguistics or Ian
guages wishing to teach adults for one or two years in
Tokyo should write to
Personnel Director
International Education Services
Shin Taiso Building
10-7, Dogenzaka 2-chome
Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150
Japan
Instructors employed by I E S will teach Japanese bus,
nessmen and engineers English as a second language and
the terminology in their own field of study or Job-experi
ence No Japanese-language is required for classroom in
itruction Teas lung experience Is not required. Orienta
lion and training are given in Tokyo
Information on salary, transportation and housing can be
obtained by providing International Education Services
with a detailed resume and a letter indicating an interest
in the position
Personal interviews will be held in San Francisco and Los
Angeles in March and April, 1981
Selected applicants would be expected te arrive in Tokyo
\.1..rom May through October, 1981

sports
SJSU men cagers
beat USB, 68-44
by Tim Truax
The SJSU Spartan
cagers took the opening
tip-off and the lead and
never relinquished it,
trouncing the UC-Santa
Barbara Gauchos 68-44
last night at the Civic
Auditorium.
The Spartans took
advantage of poor
shooting and turnovers
by the Gauchos to
consistently increase
their lead. UCSB shot
only 40 percent from the
floor and committed 15
turnovers on the night.
Doug Murrey and
Sid Williams once again
carried the scoring load
for the Spartans,
scoring 16 and 15 points,
respectively.
Richard Anderson
scored 14 points and
grabbed nine rebounds
to lead the Gauchos in
both categories. Gary
Moeller and Walter
Evan" qdded 11 points

each.
was
Williams
nearly perfect for SJSU,
hitting six of seven from
the floor and three of
four from the free throw
line. He also grabbed six
rebounds to join Murrey
and David Byrd as
leaders in that category
for the Spartans.
The game was the
third sell-out in a row
for the Spartans, as they
once again drew 2,412 to
the Civic.
After UCSB closed
to within two points at
20-18 with 8:53 to go in
the first half, SJSU
scored 17 points to the
Gauchos eight to close
the half with a 37-26
lead.
The
Spartans
continued to increase
the lead, holding the
Gauchos scoreless for
the first four minutes of
the second half. They
then moved out to a 20

point lead, 55-35, with
8:32 to go in the game.
The easy SJSU
victory was a welcome
birthday present for
head coach Bill Berry,
who is 39. Berry’s
Spartans had gone down
to the last shot in their
last two games, winning
in overtime against Cal
State-Long Beach, and
falling to UC-Irvine by
one point.
The win puts the
Spartans, who are 17-6
overall and 8-3 in PCAA
play, in a tie for second
place with the Long
Beach 49ers, who
defeated the University
of the Pacific last night,
83-73.
Meanwhile, leagueleading Fresno State
downed the UC-Irvine
Anteaters in Irvine, 7055, to remain in first
place with a 9-2 conference record.

by Richard de Give
"It wasn’t beautiful,
but we won."
Coach Gene Menges’
analysis of Wednesday’s
game could not have been
more appropriate, as SJSU
beat Cal State-Hayward 5-3
in a non-league contest.
The Spartans were
only able to get eight hits
off four Hayward pitchers,
but they took advantage of
five errors to win the final
tuneup before this
weekend’s series with
Stanford.
Ron Kolstad, in his
first appearance for the
Spartans, got the win. He
pitched two and two-thirds

innings and gave up two
hits.
Eric Tretten picked up
the save when Kolstad ran
into trouble in the bottom of
the ninth.
The Spartans’ gamewinning rally started with
two outs in the seventh
inning.
Greg Robles, who went
4-for-4 on the day, singled.
Gary Bryson, the losing
pitcher for the Pioneers,
walked Mitch Buich and Al
Gallo to load the bases.
Paul Willoughby
reached first on an error by
shortstop Mike Silva to
drive in Robles and Reggie
Simmons singled to bring

PAkjt

in Buich tnd Gallo.
We wanted to win
today, of course, but we
also wanted to play
everybody," Menges said.
Seventeen
players
participated in the game
for SJSU.
Mark Langston will
start today’s game for the
Spartans against Stanford.
The Cardinals are 10-1
on the year and were
ranked fifth in the nation in
a pre-season poll.
Outfielders
Mike
Toothman and Mike
Dotterer, who plays running back for the Cardinals
in the fall,have played well
for the team this year.

"Dotterel’ is hitting
around .480 this year,"
Stanford coach Mark
Marquess said.
Third baseman John
Elway, the son of Spartan
football coach Jack Elway
and All-America quarterback for the Cardinals,
has looked good so far, but
has been out for the last 10
days.
Marquess thinks
Elwav sh,,.i’. ’
Iv this

weekend.
Brian
Righthander
Migano will pitch for the
Cardinals today opposite
Langston, which starts at
2:30 at Municipal Stadium.
The teams will play a
doubleheader at Stanford’s
Sunken Diamond tomorrow
at noon.
SJSU is 6-2 overall,
with a 4-2 mark in Northern
California Baseball
Association play.

Wednesday, February 25, 8 P.M.:11,
San Jose Civic
1..csels 5950 ainancelt. Oa, of ono.
.nckets at BASS. Charge by phone: 408/297-7552
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BETTER LIVING
/t ’s possible for you . . .
The rent you are paying today could be
used as an investment in your future.
Today’s students plan ahead.
Let ANTIQUE REALTY show you how.
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Help Wanted

Announcements

WAREHOUSE

finest award -winning photography.
call Jos. at 440-231111.

ASSISTANT:

RUS-

SELL’S FURNITURE. 2000 3011aurs
CAMPUS

MINISTRY

WORSHIP:

Protestant, Sundays at 5 p.m.:
Roman Catholic, Sundays all p.m.;
Episcopal, first and third Sundays at
6:30 p m , and Lutheran, Thursdays
at 7 p.m. at the Campus Christian
Center, 300 5 10th St.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN: Take
care of your mouth and teeth SAVE
MONEY,
ENROLL
NOW!!
Information and brochures at A.S.
Office or Into desk, or coil 371.6811.
WANTED:

Baseball

cards, year.
books and World Series programs,
autographs,
statues,
sports
memorabilia .OUICK CASH. See Or.
Lapin, Business Tower 763, or call

COMPANIONS: Hourly wage. Work
with retarded persons in their homes
afternoons, evenings, or weekends.
NO experience needed.

We

train.

Call 9642231 or 11344411.

TRI-CHEM

MANDARIN Chinese tutor wanted
Write Jay VOW at 1150 Koll Circle,
Suite 113, San Jose, CA 95112

TOGRAPHY. Call John at 448-2388.

CRUISES:
Club
Mediterranean
sailing expeditions! Needed: Sports
Instructors,
Office
Personnel,

plication,

openings

gusde
to
Watt Ave.,

CRUISEWORLD,

2535
Sacramento, CA 95844.

SUMMER RAFTING JOBS!
S1,200 to 53,400! Training provtded.
Grand

Canyon,

S. 101h St. The Young Adult group
meets on Sundays from 6-9 p.m. at

Africa
SendS6 95
for
apploca hon,
in
formatron guide (plus tree lob guide
to
Lake
Tahoe
CA)
10
2531

Watt

Aye.,

Sacramento. CA 95860

month. All fields

Parks, Fisheries,
and more! For 1181

3425, or the church office at 214-4544.

send 54 to ALASCO, P.O. Box 9337,
San Jose, CA. 15261 Sobey Rd.,
Saratoga, CA 9S070.

Newcomers Welcomer

Automotive

Industry

employer

listings and

into

guide,

OVERSEAS

JOBS
Summer
or
Year-round Europe South Amer Ica.
Australia Asia All fields S500 to
51,300 per mu Sightseeing For free
Into.,
write
IJC.
Box
52 CA38.

’62 CHEVY IMPALA 441r, Runs
Onset $700. Call 2u3-70.9 alter 6
p.m.

TEACHERS AIDE
and one-half hours em
ployment daily Assist in Special
Education classrooms, primarily
with leedfric and todeting. From
5369 per month
Good benefits!
Santa Clara County Schools, Personnel Commisston, 100 Skyport Dr.,
San Jose, C 95110. Call 7943701.
BOOKKEEPER/ACCOUNTANT.
only
Fish
Market

Weekends

BIER MAKING KIT
Mattes 4 Cahn, 1132.15, Seer M
of ArneriCa, 1040 N. 4th, Call 2011-

Restaurants

Contact Ron Hunt at

413-4144.

664/. open Wedliat.

CAMPUS REP
SALES POSITION

UTILITY TRAILER. Enclosed Shy
g’ w/11111N. WIN. Call 348 -1438

tram

OHM.

Bedroom

sets

t .1

bl

CORT

FURNITURE
RENTAL
, 4975 Stevens Creek Blvd.,

BUSINESS
51.000

making
ky0

Rd.,

Oakdale,

I1431

Camper

CA WWI.
ages

8.15.

1501-1147Skilled

rrrrrr ar/COunselors.

Wigton
Molder

crafts.

POR TUNITS
tools,
folders,

cement

backyards
14151651.7368

For

FURN.
STUDIO
person (male pry!!

COTTAGE.
5245, including

OP

Includes

instruments

for

barbegues

for

info, Mahe,

call

Lecture, satsang, discussion, Sun 7
9 p.m. 332S 3rd, Suite C (7nd floor)
For

information

regarding

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
years experience. Neat, accurate.
resumes,
Theses,
formats.
All

other

Travel

activities and workshops, call 207041,

Invitations

ional
phototype

FAST,
design,

Ink

--

Call

resumes
and
print.

DAY/EVENING AND SATURDAY
SERVICE (Ad Writers). Call 295’992
SAY IT WITH BALLOONS. The fun
alternative to flowers! Two dozen
long-stemmed balloonsdelovered for
Valentine’s Day, birthdays, or just
to say "I love you!" Lofty Thoughts

MALE ROOMMATE to share condo.
200/mo. incl. Oil. 6 mi. from SJSU,
near 280 and Saratoga Ave. Call Bob
at 244-4465 or 277-8215.
FEMALE TO SHARE large 2 bdrm.,
2 ha. apt. Electric kitchen, Pool.
5212.50 plus deposit and 1/7 gas and
electricity Call 243.5677 eyes.

Deadlines
reports, dissertations.
guaranteed. So. San Jose. Call
Kathie at 578-1216.

FREE COUNSELING FOR
STUDENT TRAVEL
Europe,
Asia,
Mexxo,
Hawfail,
Africa, USA, International Identity
Card, Ewell, Britrail, hostel card,
camping
tours,
overseaS
lob
placement, student ship, wide map
selection, books, backpacks and
voltage converters. Trip and
I,
110 W. San Carlos (next to Main
Public Library), 7 blocks from
campus. Open 7 days: Mon. -Fri., 1.
6; Sat., 10-S; Sun., noon.S. Call 717.

call

246-3749.

Photography

Quality
ter

10

SKY DIVE: Our complete first lump
course is 555, group rate, 538. All
lost,uo tors
licensed
Falcon
Parachute

School

Call

12091

music,
ing and kit
then help slniwk salary plus room,
board and laundry, tomb

Typing

Wedding

company

No ep

Salary

IBM

rates. Call 269-8674.

PROF. TYPING services.
IBM
Selectric correctable. 110 wpm. 10

WILLOW GLEN/ALMADEN
editing.
and
typing
Duality
Research papers, resumes, etc. Ask

HAYMOW)

for Marcia Morton at 264-9444

SECRETARIAL

B EST PRICES

DOES SOMEONE owe you money
who won’t Pent YOU might try the

NEATGUARAN-

Experienced in masters,
TEED
reports and dissertations. ApprOVed
by SJSU Graduate Office. IBM

we train

Flee

Also can

Call Doree al 212

View, Call Sue at 9674523.

TYSON

years

SERVICE
Fast,
proofed, Typing edited for

time.

expertence.

’STOPS
TYPI
Eaperiencal typist for term papers
Santa
Clara
area Call
theses, etc
Tony at 2942047.

5.1/ S lessons Hill Area.
LOS ALTOS/PALO ALTO
Selectric II typing in my office. 51.75

Call Janet 0227-9525.

836

WANTED.

Close relationship with
Handicapped man seeks
friendship with caring female. Very

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

woman.

good benefits. Call Brian at 2942104.

Print Your Art Here
,cour, ePlousanately 30 letters and SoM es In, eat:, +ow

(Effective: Fall 1980)

ANDREA: Call Who at 12S-2141.

Cosh
TO THE PRESI

I Phi Dells
You were right. He was a drag
Vetere still
my favortte
bond
nuMber and I’m ready for Disco

wick

lanes

Ono
day

deaf

dims

days

der.

dor

92 80

$3 30

13 83

SI 06

04 20

$ 70

93 50

Two

$I 20

Throe

SI 53

Cow

Roo

hen./

$1 75

$4 90

I 70

"Ones

*4 20

SI 90

$5 25

SS IS

80 60

$ 70

brres

5490

85 60

$598

$6t5

8630

970

Print name

Phone

Address
City

Enclosed le

For

h Arforror,71 lone stld
$ 70

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
campus ministries offer religious

$ 70

870

70

bimenum Three Imes One Der

services. study groups, social events
and counseling at 300 5 10th St call
3480334 Fr Dan Derry, Sr Joan
Panella Ms Lynda DeMantt. Rev
Norb
Firnhber,
Rev
Peter

$ 70

Semester flats mll issuesi
5 hoes 030 00
neck

Clasatheenon

10 lines 545 00

15 hoes 5130 00

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

277-3175

Koopman

wedding photogrohin ’
Images by
JOHN PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY
are expressions of love Soft, elegant
and universally understood For the

All

typing

Two days prior to publication

Announcements

Help Wanted

Poison.

Consecutive publication dales onts

AutOmotnr

Houenw

Soren es

No refunds on cancelled ads

For Selo

lost end found

Store.

ac-

captedi Call Jane at 1514942 any

Save a
fistful!
Shop the
Spartan
Daily
Classifieds.

TYPING: Theses, reports, etc. IBM
Selectric, SI per full double Weed,
near
CamLive
typed
page.

ACCURACY,

DEADLINES

TYPING In my home.
Selectrx, SI per page. Mr.

spelling IBM Selectrec, Call Sharon

Oerelltne

plus bonus

and

typing service. Call 219-0412,
NESS,

WEEKEND TYPING w/C weekday.
IBM Electric. St per page, editing,
phone 271-9457.
CUSTOM

Thesis,

processing

Douglas Schwan..

San Tome Exp.)

1544

Looking for a

vassers needed

bitterness of poor quality
remains long after the sweetness of
a low price is forgotten Call. KITTY

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
Fast, accurate, professiOnal. Word
A complete
available

by

June 20 -Aug. 71.
TELEPHONE CALLERS
Need 3
M/F to set up leads for insulation
hrs

(incl. help w/sef up). CASH ONLY’
NO CHECKS PLEASE, Remember:

2724525.
TYPING/ Experienced Sees, types
8111 Reports, resumes, theses, low
cost, accurate, last, high quality.
Pam 247-2681,4nm (Santa Clara Or,

The

CONarea.
Gatos
SCIENTIOUS. Call Pat at Mil-244S.

TYPING:

Personals

and edited for spelling
Rates: S1.50 for double sp. page, S3
for single sp.
63 per page for
letters; SS per page for reSuMell

brian/ Los

years

and

TYPING
Term Papers. etc. Ex
perfenCed and fast. Reasonable

ASSIS

40 N. 3rd, Ne.1113
2117430S after 2

S hours of photography
Bride keeps the negatives. $254 plus
TAX. To rrrrr ye your wedding date,

accurate

51.50/pg. Day/Eves,
Call KEY WACKERS, 947.1477 or

EXECUTIVES
THE
t280’1148,

CIl

SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up
to 7 units Heat summer . A total
Immersion 7 week experience in
Peruvian
Culture.
Contact
Dr.
Hamilton, Foreign Language, at 777

70 COLOR PR INTS

IBM
Work

at 218-7099 between Sand 10 p.m and
on weekends.

BEST MACHINE
B EST TYPIST

Album,

Fast,

professional.

quality
gu rrrrr fed.
Correcting Selectric II. All

TYPING: One letter to large mall
lists, reports, manuals or resumes.
Quality worn at reasonable prices.

1613,

WEDDING SPECIAL

LADIES, LET ME ENTERTAIN
YOU! Male stripper for your next
bridal shower or bachelo rrrrr party.
Call Rick at 348-0344 after 6 p.m.

Services

984 S598

COMPLETE

lice, 122 N.M. St. Call 9911-0213.

SUMMER JOSS: Riding Camp for
Girls, Shady Lawn Farm, 4205 River

Interview, Non-smoker.
Horseback
vaulting
instructors,
ARC swrmmtng cneeing. sailing,

rest

Lot

parking

San Francisco

1 blk. 0051 01 Lawrence I spwy . Call

I( PS

proofed

d

Airport. CA 95128

from 514940. Lamps from 010.10.
Mattress and springs from 079.10.

Mary Lou at 163-1759.

kendoec

Kelley Patachute Center
12001154 1544

MOVINOI

USED FURNITURE
Dinettes from S14130. Sala/chair

Craig Scoffone Photography at 269141S.

Selectric II.

Three

sets

and

Corona Del Mar. CA 92625.

For Sale

I nil

courtyard

Stubo See per week shared, $1010 585
per week single. 202 S. 11th St. Of

TYPING

HOLISTIC
Niranjan. M

Balloon Co. Call 265-9196.
JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer, yearround. High pay, WOO to 52,000 per
Oil

Room Sign-up for whale watching
trip Feb 211, Ski trip March 22, 23

fireplace,

utilities. Call 215-7438.

435 S. 101h St. For more into about
church activities, call Steve at 37.

SIERRA CLUB MTG. Thurs., Feb.
Hat 7-30 p.m. 10 150 SM. Guadalupe

and
the
een
Or
old

Hawaii,

ExTop

1019.

hnen, meld service,

type anything.

eeeee dble,
professional. North Valley area. Call

YOGA
w/Swami
thru Th, 7-9 p.m.

at 130-9224 between 5:30 and 10:30
p.m.
TYPING

I’ll

TYPING:

perienced,

Colleen or Terri at 2116-3444 Or HT

Kitchen. TV,

per 001101e-Spilted page. 20 years
experience tor SJSU students. Call
Irene at 9447015.

QUALITY custom portraits, fashion
portfolios Economical rates. Call

specialty.

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUE and
MOTHER
OLSON’S
LODGING
HOUSES: Great guys and gals.

home.
in
my
Done
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 738-1114.
TYPING.

business student. Call 206-1559.

AFFORDABLE, custom designed
invitations for weddings, parties or
business occassons. Calligraphy our

Housing

Counselors.
Europe,
Caribbean,
Worldwide! Summer, Career. Send
$5.95 plus SI handling for ap-

WH IT EWAT ER,
ST. PAUL’S METHODIST CHURCH
invites you to worship on Sundays,
9:30 a.m.. next to the campus at 405

LIQUID
EMBROID
ERY. Crafts instructors wanted No
tovestment, we train
Have fun
whole you earn Call Hazel at 9464011 for free demonstration and

TAXES DONE WHILE YOU WAIT
for 1040A and SOA. Reliable, former

InfOrrnattOn

8374111.
A THING of beauty is a joy forever
... Give the gift only you can give, a
beautiful.
award -winning
color
portrait by JOHN PAULSON 13110.

per week. Days, evenings and
weekends. Call Mr. Ted at 243-2344
or apply in person at ISO E. Trimble
or First St., San Jose.

local small claims court. For more
information, call Attilla the Hun
School of Charm (process servers)
at 279-7911, II to noon daily.

Days

Fridn,

Pegs 6

CAMPUS
HERE ME HECK DID I
LEAVE MY BEER?

EMPTY
BUT I JUST
OPENED THE CAN ’

Weather

R/6NT RizzY/
z i2t91.41 /7" W45 00,
44ID WilEA1 Zr/ND
YOU’RE 45 61)0

411

54FETERA 001,1

0

Clear
skies
this
morning and afternoon
high of 69, low of 51.
Outlook for the weekend is
generally clear and cooler.
Highs in the 60’s, lows in
the 50’s.

0

Forecast by SJSU
Meteorology Department

_spartagui( IC
The San Jose Black
Theatre Workshop will present "Reflections" from 9
to 11 tonight in the Residence Hall Dining Commons. Call Walter Keenan
at 277-2248 or Rene Singleton at 277-7299 for details.
The Campus Ambassadors will hold a Bible Study
at 11:30 a.m. today in the
S.U. Montalvo Room.
The Ballet Primavera
de SJSU will present a
dance performance tomorrow night at 8 in the S.U.
Ballroom. Call Roxanne
Reza at 292-3482 or Elena
Urbina at 297-5884 for more
information.
Phi Omega Beta will
hold a softball game tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. on Ninth
Street behind Markham
Hall. Call Mike Goldman at
277-8282 or Alex Gonzales
at 295-6599 for details.
Theta Chi Fraternity
will have a daughter’s rush
room exchange tonight at
8:30 at the fraternity house
at 123 S. 11th St.
The SJSU International Center Student Scholarship Committee will present "The Great Backgammon Play-Off" March 7

and 8 at the center. Sign up
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday, Wednesday or Friday
of next week in front of the
Spartan Bookstore.

house from 8 to 11 tonight
at Jonah’s Wail on 10th and
San Carlos streets. There
will be entertainment and a
$1 donation is requested.

The Women’s Center
will hold an informal coffee

The Women’s Center
will also sponsor "Tapping

Aarnott’s

1-ehfurirv 20

1 ’/51

SPEED READING
COMPREHENSION TRAINING

Save $170 this month
LEARN TO:
Do your homework faster
Achieve better grades
Take test with confidence

Sign up at the booth
near the Student Union,
or call 287-6270
Endorsed by over 200 major California
Universities, Colleges and Corporations

the Lesbian Community"
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m, in the Center. Call 2772047 for information.
The School of Education will present a Brown
Bag Series, "California
Mini -Corps at San Jose
State," featuring speakers

Gary Johnson and Barbara
Allen, Tuesday at noon at
Sweeny Hall, room 120. For
further information, call
Rosemary Memick at 2772675.

Institute of
Reading Development
12 S. Frist Street, Suite 816

ATTENTION: Spartaguide
announcements will run on
a space-available basis.

OREM
Marriott’s GREAT AMERICA, the Bay Area’s center
for entertainment located in Santa Clara, currently
has the following openings:
ACCOUNTING CLERKS FOOD HOST/HOSTESS
CASHIERS

RIDE OPERATORS

CLERICAL

SECURITY HOSTS

Friends sometimes question
your taste in movies.
But they’ll see them with you anyway.

These positions are available
now for spring weekends and
summer full time So call today
and make an appointment to be
part of the GREAT AMERICA
excitement. Personnel Dept., r.
Marriott’s GREAT AMERICA,
(4081 496-0141. Monday Friday
between 8:30 AM and 8:00 PM or
Saturdays and Sundays between
8:30 AM and 5:00 PM.

EOE

M/F/H/V

SNEAK PREVIEW
TONIGHT AT 8:00 PM
of the international

#1 BEST SELLER

opin
4riggC Lf
DONALD SUTHERLAND KATE NELLIGAN
EYE OF THE NEEDLE
IAN BANNEN CHRISTOPHER CAZENOVE
Screenplay by

STANLEY MANN

Based on the novel by

KEN FOLLETT

Produced by

Directed by

STEPHEN FRIEDMAN

RICHARD MARQ(JAND

Copyright t 1950 United 41 Isis Corporation NI Rights e.’er,’

[En TU R Y24

11United Artists

WINCHESTER / 984- I
& FVVY. 280 / 5610

siiundid fantastic in tht newspaper.
But only to you. Still, you had to see it, and with
a little arm -twisting your friends agreed to
see it to).
You’ve already heard a
barrage of jokes about your taste
since the curtain came
movies
in
down. And, knowing your friend,
go on for weeks.
So, to make it up to theni.
and show them your taste isn’t
bad in everything, you do
something a little special.limiglii
let it be LOwenbrau.

Lo-wenbrau. Here’s to good friends.
1981 Bee n owed

nASU

by M

any M wh see W Scons

